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Parti. The theory

1. Introduction. In a recent notet on Circular plates of variable thickne#>,

Professor Birkhoff points the way to a new method in the theory of elasticity.

Cauchyí treated the case of variable thickness, but like Poisson§ lie assumed

the displacements developable in ascending positive integral powers of the

* Presented to the American Mathematical Society, February 24, 1923. See also Comptes

Rendus, vol.177, No. 20, Nov. 12, 1923.

fPhilosophical Magazine, ser. 6, No. 257, May, 1922.
I Exercices de Mathématique, vol. 3 (1828), pp. 277-284.

5j Memoir of 1828.  Cf. also Todhunter and Pearson's History, vol. 1.
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344 C. A. GARABEDIAN [July

distance from the middle-surface. Saint-Venant* and others were quick to

observe that this assumption is quite untenable, and it appears that sub-

sequent investigations in the direction taken by Poisson and Cauchy have as

yet failed to reveal a suitable type of series development! With reference to

the question here at issue, it may be said that the object of the present paper

is to present a powerful and direct method of series based upon the introduction

of the "natural" parameter t employed by Birkhoff. The vital contribution of

Birkhoff's note seems to be the notion of expansions in power series in t.

A first exposition is simplified by assuming the conditions such that the dis-

placements take place in planes through an axis and are the same in all such

planes. The advantage of this assumption is that the differential equations to

be integrated are essentially total. Cylindrical coordinates are adopted, with

the axis of z along the axis of the plate; and although the thickness is variable,

it is assumed that there is symmetry in the ''middle plane" z = 04 The

plate is taken to be homogeneous and isotropic, only slightly bent,§ and in

general thin.

Let the equations of the upper and lower bases of the plate be respectively

(la) t = a(r),

(lb) z = - a(r).

The method of series begins with the introduction of a parameter t by means

of the relation
(2) z = Çt.

At the same time we write

(3) air) = a(r)t,

* De Clebsch, Théorie de l'Elasticité des Corps Solides, 1883, annotated by Saint-Venant.

Cf. also Love, A Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, third edition, 1920,

p. 27.
t As this paper nears completion, I find a note by E. and M. Cosserat (Comptes

Rendus, vol. 146, (1908), p. 169) which seems to be the most recent contribution to the

subject in hand. Although this note recognizes the fact that the displacements are functions

not only of the coordinates but also of certain geometric parameters, the writers deal only

briefly with the question of series developments. They investigate the character of the

displacements in the case of classic plate and rod problems, but in their method of attack

there is no suggestion of series developments of the type on which we base the systematic

treatment of the present paper. Messrs. Cosserat make no mention of plates of variable

thickness or of rods of variable cross section.

Í We shall exclude from the present paper any discussion of plates not symmetrical

in z = 0.

^ Love, p. 462.
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so that the equations of the bases may be written in the form

(4a) z = at,

(46) z = —at,

or, when convenient, in the form

(5a) £ — «,

(5ft) C — — a.

Our fundamental assumption is that all quantities involved which are

functions of r and z can be expanded in ascending powers of the parameter t ;

in particular, that

(6a) U(r, z) = U0(r, 0+ üi(r, C)f + 9,(r, £)<8 + • ••■

(66) w(r, e) = woir, P + w, (r, £)* + «* (r, £)<* + ■ • ••

where £7 and m; denote the radial and axial displacements respectively.

Let us write a(r) = hf(r), «(»•) = yf{r), where h — qt is a constant

multiplier. If /(r) es 1, we have the special case of constant thickness:

a = h, a = t¡. With this notation, it turns out that the coefficient of tn

in (6 a) or (66) is a homogeneous polynomial in J and t¡ of degree n; that is,

when the return is made to the original variable, the terms are homogeneous

polynomials in z and h ordered according to degree. The coefficients are

functions of r and the fixed radii of the plate, of / and its derivatives, and of

the elastic constants and applied tractions. The manner in which these argu-

ments enter is of no immediate concern, but it should be noted that the

requirement of homogeneity in £ and r¡ places a very definite restriction upon

the manner of occurrence of / and its derivatives. We shall find occasion in

the sequel to make further comments with reference to the structure of our

formulas.

The t plays a rôle analogous to that of the parameter in the definition of

homogeneous function. Although a physical interpretation of transformation (2)

is not immediate, there is suggested the picture of a "plate of reference"

whose bases have the equations (5) and whose thickness is controlled by

means of the parameter t.  Or we may think of (5) as fixed, in which case the

f.See the examples of Part II.
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plate (4) has its thickness determined by t,   and upon proper  choice of t

becomes the giren plate.

The assumption of Cauchy and Poisson of developability in powers of z

alone involves suppression of terms in the geometric parameter h. The intro-

duction of the parameter t furnishes a method that incurs no loss of terms;

and when the parameter t has served its purpose, it may be suppressed by

setting t = 1 and replacing the Greek letters Ç and r¡ by z and h, respectively.

We shall find it convenient to hold in abeyance the energy integral and

calculus of variations method employed by Birkhoff. and proceed directly from

the fundamental equations of elasticity.  We take the point of view of pre-

scribed pressures on the faces of the plate, and compute the displacements.

This type of problem will require that the coefficients in the formulas of dis-

placement be so determined that

(i) the body forces have the required values,

(ii) the surface tractions on the bases are as prescribed,

(iii) the boundary conditions at the edges are satisfied.

Our procedure is to be entirely in accord with the accepted elastic theory,

as set forth, for example, by Love. Requirements (i), (ii), and (iii) are charac-

terized by the usual equations, except that from our point of view they

become identities in t. That which is new is (a) the method of proceeding

from these equations to the actual solution of a problem, and (b) the appli-

cability of the method to plates of variable thickness.

As a matter of notation, it is convenient to introduce an operator defined

as followst:

(7 a) À* = \£-(rA),r   or

(lb) ^A'+-.
r

t In the literature (Love, p. 202) one finds the Laplacian operators

92 3J
(ba) r* = -w+W

34 3* 34

m ^=w+w + 2my->'

when A is a function of r only, where r1 = x^ + y2, it may be verified that

(9a) v\A = A>*,

(9 b) V*A — A'*'*
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Here the subject of operation is in general a function of both r and £, and

the accent denotes differentiation with regard to r. The functions that involve

both r and £ turn out to be polynomials in £, and consequently the operator

and symbol of differentiation are attached ultimately to functions of r alone.

Since the operator and the sign of differentiation occur frequently in alter-

nation, we write ([(A*)']*)' in the more compact form: A*'*'. For reference

we note also the formulas

(10a) (AB)* = A*B + AB'

(106) = AB* + A'B = (BA)*.

In integrating an equation of the type

(11a) A'*'*=f{r),

we make use of the form of definition (7 a), and writet

from which A is readily found by a succession of quadratures. For example,

the solution of

(lie) A* =- B

is

C

-i/'
(lid) A = -^  I (rB)dr + -

C being a constant of integration.

Just as we speak of differentiating or integrating a function, it is useful

to say that we "star" a function by multiplying by the independent variable,

differentiating, and dividing by the independent variable; likewise, that we

"anti-star" a function by multiplying by the independent variable, integrating,

and dividing by the independent variable.

The object of the present paper is to develop enough of the formal machinery

involved in our method to enable us to treat some important and interesting

applications to plates meeting the requirements of symmetry already outlined.

We shall consider first some cases of uniform thickness, in order both to check

t Clebsch, p. 735.

25
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with the classical results and to gain familiarity with the details of the

method from a formal viewpoint. Secondly, we shall give concrete examples

sufficiently illustrative of the applications to plates of variable thickness.

What new light this program may shed upon the theory of circular plates

of constant or variable thickness remains to be seen. We proceed at once to

a systematic treatment along the lines indicated.

2. The body force and surface traction conditions. Using the star

notation, the body force conditionst are given by

(12«) (k + iß)U*+±klL>*.+ 'W = -QFr>

Here the displacements U and to are given by (6). To simplify matters, we

shall later take the body forces to be nil, but in general Fr and Fz are assumed

developable in suitable power series in t of type (6). The relations (12) are

identities in t, and the fact that coefficients of like powers of t are the same

gives us our first hold on the coefficients that enter in (6).

To gain compactness in later formulas, it is desirable to introduce at once

the elastic constants E and a, denoting Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio

respectively.} For reference we note that

,13a) E==IiiSX + 2j^ ff= 1
l + l*      ' 2(A + /»)'

(13» A =   „   ,  it     o.w        M(l + cr)(l-2(7)'        r        2(1 +a)'

The identities (12) may now be written in the form§

1  dw   .   1 —2<r 3aî7 _      2(1 +<s)(l-2 a)oFr
(14a) 2(1 — a)U*'-

t   3f  T      t*       d?   T E

„„^(l-*)^ ,   1  8^*   , m     0rfx   ,* .         2(l + a)(l-2o)QF,
(146)—¥-w + --w + (l-2a)w* T-g-

t Love, p. 141.

\ Love, p. 101, § 69.
§ The equations (14) and (21) are divided by a constant factor as an aid to simplification

of later formulas.
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To derive the conditions for tractions applied to the faces of the plate, con-

sider a tangent plane at an arbitrary point {r0, 0o, z0) of the upper surface,

z = a == t a, and denote by v the direction of the normalt taken positively

upwards. We describe the traction across the tangent plane to the surface

r = r0 by means of its vector components {rr, Or, zr), with a similar notation

for the tractions across the planes 0 = 0O and z = z0. The first letter shows

the direction of the component traction, and the second letter indicates the

plane across which it acts. The sensef is such that rr is positive when it is

a tension, negative when it is a pressure. When the components of the trac-

tion across the tangent plane are expressed in terms of the stress-com-

ponents across the planes normal to r, 0, z, we have

(15a) rv = rrcos(r, v)-\- ?-0cos(0, v)-\-rzcos(z, v),

(156) 6v = (h'CO$(r,v)-\-eècos(6,v) + 0zcos{z,p),

(15c) zv = 2rcos(r, v)4-20cos(0, p) + zzcos(z, v).

In cylindrical coordinates, the stress-components are given in terms of the

strain-components and the displacements U and w as follows :§

(16a) rr = ¿4 + 2/*<Vr = kA + 2/*U',

(166) Se — XA + 2fieeg — XA-\-2(i—,

(16c) ?z == i.A + 2pe„ = ¿4 4-2/*y ~~,

(16d) 6z = zO = fiedl — 0,

(16 e)
- (1   dU ,    ,\
zr = rz = peir = I* \-r -j^ +w I,

(16/) r0 = 6r = i*ere — 0,

t Love, p. 76.
Î Love, p. 76.   Cf. Love, p. 461, and also § 5 of this paper.

§Love, p. 101, 141.

25*
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and U and w are given by (6).

Since the slope of the tangent to z = ta is ta, the desired direction

cosines in (15) are

_± i I
(17)  cos(r,v) —      - ,   cos(0,j') = O,   cos(2,v) =

Vi + íV' Vl 4->*„'8   '1 + <V

Let the applied tractions normal to the upper and lower bases be S" and S,-

respectively, where

(18 a)

(18 6)

S"= SHS'i + S'i'H—,

hv =   So + Si t + Sî t   + • • • ,

the coefficients in these developments being functions of r only.  By virtue

of (17) the radial and axial components may be written

(19 a)

(19 6)

y^-yy       zv        er

Ví + t>a"  '

^l + fa"

^l+t2a

V\ + *a'

i*

If the plate is of constant thickness, «' = 0 and W = Rr = 0, 7f = S",

¿Ay =^  Oy .

We thus find for the surface tractions on the bases the identities

(20 a)

(206)

(20 c)

(20 d)

rv

rv

zv

zv

■ t a rr + zr ■ta'8"

V\ + ?a'*     f=«    «   VT+Ï*

ta rr + zr

yi+t*a'*

— ta'zr + zz

Vl + Pa"

t a' zr + zz

~v7+FF

ta'Sr

t  y

= R",

Rr

1 + iV

sr

Z=a r   1 + t a

C=-af    Vl + t*a'

= z",

=  Zr.
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Recall that the sense is such that the applied tractions are tensions when

positive, pressures when negative.

Using formulas (16) and the elastic constants E and a, we have as final

forms for the surface traction conditions the following:

-2«'{ff(t7*i+-||) + (l-2«r)0"«}

(21a)

2«'{«(^«í+-||)+(i-2.)rí}

y
E

dw
-«'(l-2«r){|^ + w'í} + 2oíí* + 2(l-cr)j  ,

(21c)
„ 2(1 f tr)(l-2ex)S

E

V

«'(l-2er){|^ + u;'i}-f2<TC/* + 2(l-<T)i-||

(21 d)
f ir)(l — 2ff)S»

3. Determination of formulas of displacement that satisfy the

body force conditions. The body force conditions (14) will determine the

coefficients in the formulas of displacement up to arbitrary functions of r.

Next the traction conditions (21) come into play to furnish differential equations

for the determination of these functions of r; and finally the constants of

integration are fixed by means of the boundary conditions at the edges.

To handle expeditiously the program just outlined, it is desirable to intro-

duce a notation. Let the equations obtained from (14 a) and (146) by equating

coefficients of tn be denoted by F^ = 0, FÍn) = 0, respectively. Thus the

body force conditions yield the equations

(22) tn) = 0, FjB) = 0       (» = -2,-1,0,1,2,...).
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By an obvious extension of this notation, the traction conditions (21 a), (216),

(21c), (2Id) may be said to yield respectively the equations

(23) R(n) = 0, R(n) = 0, Z<"> = 0, Z(„) = 0       (n = —1,0,1,2,...).

We are now in a position to proceed to the determination of the coefficients

in (6). The present paragraph is devoted to finding formulas of displacement

that satisfy the identities (14) under the assumption that the body forces Fr, Fz

vanish identically.

From the equations Fr~2} = 0, Fx~® = 0 we find

(24) -^ = 0 ^- = 0

Integrating, we have

(25 a) U0 = Uot+UoaS,

(256) w0 = ivob + woa£,

where Uoa, Uob, woa, wo& are functions of r only, and are subsequently to be

determined by means of the surface traction conditions.

In general, the equations Frn_2) = 0, Fr"~2) = 0 determine Un, wn as poly-

nomials in £, with coefficients that are functions of the Z70's, C/j/s, u'a's and Wb's.

Integration will introduce two new arbitrary functions of r, and the coefficients

of all powers of f higher than the first will be known in terms of functions of r

previously introduced; for example:

(26 a) Un = Unb + Una X> + (terms of higher order in £),

(266) Wn = Wnb + Wna C + (terms of higher order in £).

Finally, we note that the computation of Un will require that wn-i and Un--¿

should already have been computed, and that the computation of wn will

require the previous computation of Z7n-i and wn—%-

Before proceeding to (22), n = — 1, an important simplification of (25)

results if we first introduce the traction conditions (23), n = — 1. These

relations are found to be
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(27 a) RC-«

(276) Z<-»

9Z7„
8£

dw0

=     0, R(—1)      = -   y.
C=a ' K   ' 9£ C=-a

3£ :=a
= 0,        Z(_„ 3 Wo

9£ C=-a
=  0,

and they require that Z7o<» = woa = 0; in other words, the leading terms in

the formulas of displacement are independent of £.

From Fr_1) = 0, FÍ_1) = 0, we have

(28 a)

(286)

8gffx
9£*

9*Wx

9£2

1        dw'o

1— 2a   9£ '

1 dU0*

2(1 —tr)    9£  '

but the right-hand members vanish, since Z7o = Z7o& and wq —» t«;o& are func-

tions of r only, and we find

(29 a) tfi = £7i6 + tfia£,

(296) wi = «;i6 4- wia £•

Before proceeding to the computation of U3 and w% it will simplify matters

to consider the traction conditions (23) for n = 0. To deal conveniently with

these and subsequent traction equations, we introduce a further special

notation. Add equations (21a) and (216), and denote by Rn = 0 (without

parentheses enclosing the superscript) the equation obtained by equating

coefficients of tH in the resulting equation; similarly, let Rn = 0 denote the

equation obtained by equating coefficients of tn in the equation which results

when (216) is subtracted from (21 a). Finally, let Zn = 0 and Z» = 0 denote

analogous equations derived from the sum and difference, respectively, of

(21c) and (21a").   The surface traction differential equations (23) become

(30)     R»=0,    Rn=0,    Z»=0,    Z„=0   (« = -1,0, 1, 2, •••)•

We have already disposed of the case w = — 1; and since Rm = 0, R(0) = 0

require that

8ÜJ
(31) 9£

w'o
:=±a

Ula-\-lv'ob= 0,
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we have directly

(316) Uia = — w'ob,

and there is no advantage to be gained by computing R° = 0, Ro = 0. But

for Zl0) — 0, Z(o) = 0, we find

mn\ M        - tf      TT*   I    (l + g)(l-2tf)S°
(32a) wla - -^^ Uob +-{l_a)E->

(*> h\ «, ff       77*   i    (l + g)(l —2g)So .
(326) i«.-yz^ Uob +-{1_a)E->

and these results are more concisely given by Z0 == 0 and Z°= 0, namely

(33 a) S°=S0,

mh\               .«                  a     n* i   (l + g)(l-2«r)Sg
(33 6) wu = - j^— üi» +-(i-a)E-'

where S° = S0 = S0.  We note that a tension or pressure to be of as low

order as t° must be the same on both bases.   Indeed, we shall find that the

difference between the applied tractions on the two bases is of order f,

or else nil.

We turn next to ~eT = 0, B? = 0, and find

(34a)      U2 = U2b + Ü2aC- 2(ï~ 2^) w[a £* ~ T=h UU ?'

(346)        w2 = iv2b + Wsa t —   rr.--r Uïa Ç* —   -.-,-.--s w'oî £*•
4(1 — a) 4(1 — a)

To simplify these results, we have at our disposal (316) and (336). If we

further restrict Sq (in general a function of »•) to be a constant,! it follows

from (336) that

(35) w\a = -y—UU,

t It should perhaps be remarked at this point that the restrictions imposed in the present

paragraph are not such as to obscure the method of procedure in the general case. Our aim

is not so much to be exhaustive in treatment as to cover adequately a number of sufficiently

suggestive cases.
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and we may write (34) as follows:

(36a) U2 = U2b4- U2a £ - 2^aj V*F-

(366) Wi = u>2b-{- u>2a £ +  2(1—"oTM'°* ̂ '

Turning again to the traction conditions, we findt for R1 = 0, Rj = 0

(37 a) tÚb+ÜM^-O,

(l + tf)(l—2or)SS«'
(376) ^« + [^06+^-^1«' E

By means of (37a) we eliminate U^ once for all; (376) is the first of a system

of differential equations which we shall study separately in the following

paragraph.

For Zt =- 0, Z1 = 0 the results are, respectively,

(38 a) S1= St,

(38 6) w-ia = — --U\b
G    rr*      (l + g)(l-2cr)Si

l=a-U">+ (l-a)E

where S1 = Si = S{.

We here introduce a further restriction,^ and set SÍ = 0. Indeed, in

prescribing the load we propose to consider only three cases of tractions

applied to the faces of the plate, namely

(i) s" = s,-o,

(ii) S" = S„ = S0,

(iii) 8" = Ss f, Sr = 0.

t We use (33), and the fact that S„  = 0.

I This is no restriction physically, for we are prescribing the load.
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This means that all the S's, that is, coefficients in (18), vanish identically

save So and S8, and it will simplify the presentation to have these facts before

us at the outset.

If SÎ = 0, we have, from (386),

(39) W2a
1

Utb\

and recalling (37 a), it is clear that both U<ia and w2a may now be eliminated

once for all. Bearing this fact in mind, and making use of (35), we have for

Fj." = 0, F™ = 0 the following simplified forms:

(40a)      U3 — Usb + Usa £ - J„    *, UU £* 4- -¿r~%T «*•' ?>2(1 — a) 6(1 -a)

(40 6)       wH = «;» + u;3a £ + títí^V «'S £s + g ,1<+ ̂
2(1 — «) 6(1—er)

Finally we note also that Z2 = 0 gives S* = S2, using (37 a), and we set

S2 = S9 = S2 —0.

In this paragraph we consider no further traction equations; indeed, the

later differential equations become rather involved, and we devote a separate

paragraph to their systematic treatment. We have attained our object; namely,

to obtain in the formulas of displacement such simplifications as are possible

without restriction upon the applications. Aside, then, from the traction

conditions already employed, we confine ourselves to body force equations

only, and thus obtain general forms for U and w that satisfy (14) formally.

These play so important a rôle that we record them below through the

terms in f:

(41 a)     U = Uoo + [Uib — im £] t +

2 —a

U,

+ Ugb + USa £

1
Wsa £

2(1 —a)

1 —

17!%'?+ -a

— IVlb £ ■

2 —a

2(l-cr)
UA'P

*i >-îm'c

l-a)

2 — a

Ktö't

2(1 — 2a)~sas       i_2a^OB   '   6(1—a)

1
+ 243(1_gg) UoV*' £4] ¿4 + [ifa + Usa £

2(1—2(7)

f+

iv'it'f

- Wia £*

¡746 + Uia £
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- Uzb £ —T7m-rr Usa 6 + t¿tt¡-Z\ w^ £

+

1 — 2a

3 —a

12(1 —a)

Uib   Í — TSÍT71-¡^T^o»    ?24(1 —a)    10   b        120(1—a)

12(1 —a)

+ [%+^c--iTî^^c--^wr-1f^D»c1(1 — 2a)

12(1 — a)

3 —a
W\b      Ç,

12(1 — 2a)

4 —a

24(1 — 2 a)

12(1 —a)

UÁ'"?

120(1 —a) "^    *       720(1 —a)
77 *>#/*; f-
Uob       b *6 +

W--T^U^W^)"(41 6)     a> = wob +[w\b+ (Via f] £ +

+ [wSb + w*>i + 2(ia_a) «*»£' + e^lt^a) W6'*?'j ** +

iv'olV

4(1 —a)

;i-a)

1 —
4(l-a)

Wib + Wia f

Usa Ç-TT\-IÄ" w26 £   + -^Tï-Z>T Uib    £

?+ web + wba £

6(1-a)

1

">*t f * +   o/-   g   o,C «& ?" +

4(l-a)

1

4(l-a)

1 + a

24(1—a)

1

«;»'*?*-

3(1 —2a)

2 + a

6(1 —2a)

4(1-<r)

1

120(1 —a)

w'ibZ

jr*t*i* >-i
Uob       £ t6 + W«b + tU6a £

U&?-        ~-^—t*r '.* f-*
4(l-a)K/40b   '   3(l-2a)

ivÙÇ

+ 6(1 —2a)

_2-f_a_
"120(1 —a)

U£*? +
1

UUTÇ24(1 —a)    8a s       24(1 —a) M>2i    £

"I     ° TT*'*'* f&     I ¿+ O ...I*'*'* f-6\   4*     I

^     f + 720(l-a)W06     H'*"'
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4. Four systems of differential equations obtained from the sur-

face traction conditions. In the preceding paragraph, the surface traction

equations (30) were disposed of for the cases n = — 1 and n = 0; we made

use also of the equations R1 = 0, Z1 = 0, Zx = 0, Z2 = 0. The remaining

differential equations are considered in the present paragraph.

The differential equations (30) are total, r being the independent variable.

Furthermore, the equations are linear, with coefficients that are functions of «,

and for plates of uniform thickness these coefficients are obviously constants.

The functions of r that are arbitrary in (41) are determined by these differential

equations up to the constants of integration.

When the surface traction differential equations are written out in full, it

is found that they fall naturally into four systems according as they involve

the unknowns Uob, U-u,, wob, wn. The facts with reference to the equations and

unknowns which enter in these four systems are given in the following table:

System Equations
Functions

= 1,2,...,»».

Number

of equations

(or functions)

m = 0, 1,2, ...

U»,
RiiM-i = 0,   n = 0, 1, 2, ..., m;

Z1»    =0,   n==      1,2,...,m.

Ua,;
2m + l

Uib

Es»+j = 0,   n = 0, 1, 2, ..., m;

Zl"+l = 0,   n—     1,2, ...,m. Uln+l,h',  Wln+S,a.

2m + l

ICui.

R!»+' = 0,

Zjw+3 = 0 ,

n = 0,1, 2, ..., m.
if in,» ;    Z7jn+I ,o .

2m + 2

Wit

B1«^ — 0)

Z,»+« = 0,
n = 0, 1,2, . , »!.

tt>tn+-l,4 ;   Utn+1,*.

2»i + 2

The meaning of the table is best understood after a few of the differential

equations of each system have been written out in full. For this purpose, and

for the more important applications as well, it will suffice to consider only

m = 0, 1.
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(a) The Z7,.6 system

We have already met the first differential equation of the U0b system. It is

R! = 0, an equation which we found it convenient to compute while we were

considering R1 = 0. We begin, then, with (376):

ÍA9»                 TT*>     A TV   A.« ^»»1    '           (l + g)(l-2a)So«/
(42) Uob a + \U ob + a—— I«   =-■=-.

For m — 1, we have to compute the equations Z* = 0, Rs = 0. Since

S* == 0, we find, for Z* — 0,

(43 a) \P^- ( U*oi a2)* + 2 a Uh + 2 ( 1 - a) w3a = 0,
l — ff

where, by formula (10a),

(43 6) ( Utl «■)* =  mí* a* + 2U*oiaa'.

The equation Rs = 0, when written out in full, becomes

2(l-2ff)     .»,   3 ,   a(l-2a)      „       ,     (2 —a)(l-2a)      „   ,
3(1-a)   lhb   a +" 1-a     U»  a a +-l=~c-Uob a a

(44) — 2 ( 1 - ff) Uli a — 2 a( Uh + wSa) «' — 2 ( 1 — 2 a) f/^ a'

— 2a?cáa a == 0.

The equations (43 a) and (44) determine Ua and wsa, since the function Uob

is known by (42). Without writing down the next two equations of the

system, it is clear that they will involve the three functions already obtained

and two new functions, Ua and wba, which they will determine.

(b) The V,b system

Although the differential equations of this system may be readily obtained

from those of the ZJoi, system by merely advancing all the indices by 1, their

importance in the applications to follow makes it desirable that they be

explicitly set down at this point. (Also, the restrictions we have imposed upon

the S's are going to alter the appearance of our equations somewhat, in
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particular the first three, so that the rule which advances indices is not easily

applied.)

The first equation (m = 0) is R2 = 0.  Since SÎ === 0, we find

(45) tfÍ¿«-f íí/í> + ff^j«'= 0.

When m — 1, the equations are Z3 = 0 and R., = 0; or

(46)

and

1 — 2a

\ — a
(UUa*)* + 2amb + 2(\-a)w4a =

(l + ff)(l-2<Q(Sä+S3)

E

2(1 — 2a) _»„,   8 , <r(l—2a) „„,,,   2  , ,   (2 —g)(l—2g)     „„   B   ,
-5-7--t- Un,    «*H-:-Un,  a a -\-;-Un a a

0(1—a) 1—a 1—a

(47)     — 2( 1—a) UU a— 2 <r(U¡b + ?¿4o)a— 2( 1—2a) U'zb «'— 2aug, a

_ (l-r-g)(l-2g)(S3-r-S3)«'

E

The last two equations determine Usb and w^a, since (45) has deter-

mined Un- S8 and S8 are in general distinct. We shall take S3 = 0 in agree-

ment with § 3. In that paragraph Ave pointed out a fact which is now

established ; namely, that if Sr and S,- are distinct, their difference is of

order f.
We note that the U0b and Uu systems are formally the same; if, in parti-

cular, the surface tractions on the bases are nil, the corresponding unknowns

of the two systems differ only in the constants of integration.

(c) The iooh SYSTEM

For m = 0, the table gives two differential equations of the wob system;

namely, R2 = 0 and Z8 — 0.  We have, in full,

(48)   ^Wor«°+r^
„    .        Uob

wob+ a-
r J

««'+(«4+^3«)   —   0,

(49)
1

3(1 — o)
w'ol'aS + iw^+U^a

(l + g)(S3-S8)

E
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These equations determine wob and w'2b + Usa, if we admit as a single unknown

the combination w'2b + Uta- It will be found that the next two equations,

m» = 1, determine w2b and Usa individually. Since we are interested in wob,

we eliminate w2b + Usa from (48) and (49) and obtain the following differential

equation for the determination of wob (taking Ss = 0):

(50) [««V + 3 («Ä + a^oVJ - 3(17/)S8.

For m = 1, the equations are R4 = 0, Z6 = 0; or

<51>        «■/   „i ««'*'«* + ^7T)—^ W* (2 - «O ««"] «'«'b(l — a) a(l — a)

+ 2(1-a) [(* — ») ITS - *«&'] «2 + j^;- [ # 8*a - w'2%] a a'

,9TP       ,      ,   ,    ,  în         (l + a)(S8-Ss)«'
+ 2UsaCea — (wu+Uta) =-jj¡-,

and, since we take S6 = S5 = 0,

-(*+nj4-o-«+"y-*>.

From these last two equations we can eliminate W4»+ U^, and obtain an

equation involving wob, w2b and Uta] this equation, together with (48), will

determine w2b and Uta individually, wob having been determined by (50). The

foregoing is typical of the general stage in the computation. Let the case

m = 2 be a final illustration: we obtain two equations from which to eliminate

w'tb + Uu, and are thus led to a single equation in wo and Uta which, together

with (51), determines these two functions.

(d) The «,» SYSTEM

This system of differential equations is obtained at once from the wob system

by advancing all indices by 1.  Since we have S2 = S4 = S* == • • • = 0, the
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right-hand members are all 0. In all other respects the equations are those of

the u>ob system with the indices advanced by 1, and it is quite unnecessary to

write them out in full.

Since the Uu and wn systems are in form the same as the Uob and tvob systems,

we see that there are essentially only two distinct types of systems of

surface traction differential equations. We shall see later (§ 6) how these two

systems are related to the two modes of displacement, radial and axial. With

reference to the structure of the differential equations of the two systems,

note that when we set Uob == 0, ivoi, = 0, and decrease all indices by 2, we

get back again to the original Uob and wob systems. In this connection, we

recall the fact that we are dealing with an elastic theory that admits of super-

position of solutions.

The striking fact that emerges from the situation just described is that

all the differential equations of a system have the same "reduced" linear

homogeneous equation. For example, in the wob system, the function w2» is

determined by a differential equation which is found, when computed, to have

the same corresponding reduced equation as (50), and similarly for wa, and

so on. This property of the system suggests that once a method is found for

integrating the leading equation, all subsequent equations of the system

(although the non-homogeneous members become more and more involved)

may possibly be integrable by the same method.

It is also interesting to note how closely the reduced equation for the system

of axial typet resembles the reduced equation for the system of radial type.

Indeed, these reduced equations may be written respectively in the forms

(52a) /'+3^+or-£-)-| = 0,

(526) y*'+   (y'+„iL)iL-0.

Although we have verified the table for the values m = 0,1 only, much

light has been shed on the nature of the differential equations, and, inciden-

tally, we have obtained a sufficient number of these equations to enable us to

meet the immediate requirements of the applications.

5. Boundary conditions at an edge. In (41), we have forms for U

and w that satisfy the body force conditions formally, and when the Ua's, Ubs,

Wa's, and w»'s satisfy the differential equations of § 4, these forms for U and w

also meet the requirements imposed by the surface traction conditions. To

complete the program outlined at the beginning of § 3, it remains to determine

the constants of integration which enter in the solutions of the differential

t See § 6.
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equations. When this has been accomplished by means of the boundary con-

ditions at the edge (or edges) of the plate, U and w are uniquely determined

and the particular problem in hand is formally solved. (We shall consistently

use the expression "boundary conditions" to refer to boundary conditions at

an edge.)

In dealing with boundary conditions, we adopt the conventions of Love,

Chapter XXII. For circular plates, an "edge-line" is the intersection of the

"middle plane" (z = 0) with a circular cylinder (r = r0) whose axis is the

axis of the plate. The componentst of the stress-resultant are denoted by

T, N, and the stress-couple is denoted by 6?. The directions of these com-

ponents and the conventions with regard to sense! are illustrated in Fig. 1.

If the normal v is drawn outwards, we are

considering the action of the portion of the

plate exterior to r — r0 upon that part of the

plate interior to r = r0. A positive T is a radial

tension, and points in the direction of the in-

creasing r; similarly, AT is directed positively in

the sense of the increasing z, and denotes a

shearing force normal to the middle plane. The

couple O is flexural.

The three stress-components are given by the expressions

a

(53a) T =   I tfrdÇ,

— a

a

(536) N=   I trzdt

—a

a

(53 c) O =  j <8jr£d£,

— a

where the integrands are expressed in terms of £ by (16); U and w are given

by the series (41), and the Ua's, £7*'s, wa's and wb'» are given by the solutions

of the differential equations of §4. If the plate is thick, the traction components

have prescribed values at every point of the edge (Love, p. 464); but since

f There is no vector couple in the z direction, and for a circular plate,  S = H = 0

(cf. Love, p. 56 and p. 141).  Thus we are concerned at present only with T, N Q.

X Cf. Love, p. 461.

26
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we are considering thin plates (cf. § 16), the tractions applied to the edge

may be represented by their force- and couple-resultants estimated per unit

of length of the edge-line.

We follow Love (p. 465) in expressing the statical equivalence of the applied

tractions, T, N, G, and the stress-resultant and stress-couple components at

an edge by equations of the type

(54) T = T,    Ar=N,    O = G.

Note that the right-hand members are total applied tractions. Assuming that

integrations with regard to £ have been performed, we write the applied

traction as follows:

(55a) T = T0 + T1i + Tii*+--;

(556) N = No+IM + N.iM-•

(55c) G = G0+G1/4-G2i8+...,

where the coefficients are functions of r only, and using (16a) and (16e), we

see that relations (54) are identities in t of the form

a

— a

a

— a

a

— a

Upon equating coefficients of like powers of t, we obtain equations which

determine the constants of integration, provided the right-hand members are

known at the edgete. If the displacements are prescribed at the edges, so that

the constants of integration are already known, our equations enable us to

compute T, N, G as functions of r of the form (55).
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We give below the definitions of certain types of boundary conditions which

may obtain at an edge r = r0 :

(i) At a "free" edge the requirements are

(57) T(r0) = A(r„) = 0(r.) (I.

(ii) At a "supported" edge the axial displacement of a point on the middle

plane (at the edge-line) is nil, but there is no restriction on the radial dis-

placement of such a point. Also, T and G vanish, so that the complete

conditions at a -supported edge are

(58) «;(»•„ 0) =T(n>) = a {n) = 0.

(iii) At a "clamped" edge we have

(59) <7(r0,0) = w(rn,0) = w'(r„0) = 0;

in short, there is neither axial nor radial displacement of a point on the edge-

line, and the inclination of the middle plane is not permitted to vary.

To complete our list, we note a type of boundary condition which enters

in §§ 7, 8. There both edges of an incomplete plate are subject to radial

pressure (or tension), and the boundary conditions take the form

(60) T(r„) = T(r0),        T(n) = T (r,).

The applications will require that we have on record a few of the equations

obtained from (56) by equating coefficients of like powers of /. From (56 a)

we find T0 = 0.   From the terms in t we have

(61a)
2aE

1 —a2
U¿t + a

Iko* 2a«     o _ n,

and we note that T is of order /.   Equating the terms in t* gives the same

result that is obtained by advancing all indices by 1 in (61a); namely

(616)
2aE

Y— t8
U{b + o

Ulb

20«
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In computing the equations from the terms in t* and t*, the integrations with

regard to £ should be carried out, and it is also useful to eliminate ivsa and u>4a

by means of (43 a) and (46). Although these formulas simplify for plates of

constant thickness, the general forms are rather forbidding; we have

2aE

1 — g*
m„+a U2b

{a(A—a)Uo%'*a

(61c)

6(1 —a)

+ 6a UoVa'+ (2 — g) ( 1 — g) Uo%"a} T,8-

(61 d)

2aE   [rTI   ,      Usb a i    / A \ tt*i*

+ 6g r/iV«'+ (2 — a) ( 1 — g) Ui%"a}
4. ffaS8 - T

Note in (61c) that Z7oi> is known, so that the essential relationship is between

the functions U2b and T8 ; a similar remark applies to (61 d).  Recall that wga

and W4a are known in terms of U21, and Uab, respectively.

From (566), we find N0 — Nt == N2 =p 0.  Equating terms in <3, we have

(62 a) «>0r«8+3Loi+<T —
L r

«2«'
3(1 —g8)N8

2#

If the plate is of constant thickness (a = »7, «' = 0), the result is

(62 6)

where

(62 c)

w'0V =
N.

d
2Ei¡B

3(1 —a8)

or, eliminating t by means of the relationsf h = i¡t, D = di8, we may write

2.EA8
(62 d) Z> —

3(1 —g8)'

t These relations are in agreement with the notation which we first introduced when we

wrote z = ft rather than z = zt. The Greek letter notation seems to conduce to clearness.
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where 2A is the actual thickness of the plate and D is the "flexural rigidity"

(Love, p. 470).

The equation in N4 is obtained at once from (62 a) by advancing the indices

by 1. Equating terms in tb, we find (retaining only even powers of £ in the

integrand)

(62 e)
2(

■"_   ( I ^_,„'*'*' n _i_     _°_        ...'*> n
r+a^J re(F-^ywob £ + w=é)W2b £

2 — a
(fz^j u& ?+«>«+^4d£ = N*

From this equation we can eliminate w\b+ Uta by means of (51) and Usa by

means of (48); and integrating, we obtain a relation between wa> and N5,

since wob is already known. Since the relation is rather involved, we shall be

content to write it out only for the special case a = 0; (62 e) then reduces to

(62/)
„.'*' 3a —8       ,„'*'*' „»  _ N5
W2b ~io(i-a) Wob v - —r

We turn finally to (56c) and find G0 = Qti = G2.= 0; it appears that G,

as well as N, must be of order f. We find

(63 a) wöb + a
Wob

r -i

3(1-a2)

2E
G8,

and a similar equation in G4 obtained by advancing indices by 1.

The terms in t6 give us

(636)

a

TT7 /{eo^y W*P-Sv&t+3ULt]

+
2 —a

6(1-a)
ufö"?+Uiat U« = G»

and when we eliminate Uta by means of (48) and integrate, we have the desired

relation between w2b and G5. If a! = 0, we find

w2b G6
(63c) w'2'b + a^+ 10(l_a) [oV + °)ivoV*+(l-o)(S + o)w'oV') = -^f
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We have obtained enough of the relations of type (56) to enable us to deal

with the simpler applications. If T, N, G are initially prescribed, the series (55)

are either nil or else terminate with the leading term; for example: T = Tx¿,

N = N3i3, G = G3¿3. When these components are unknown elements and

the plate is of constant thickness, the series (55), as well as (6), will terminate

provided the distribution of load meets the requirements of § 13. But for

a random type of loading, or in the case of an initially prescribed central

deflection, and obviously in cases of variable thickness, T, N, G, as well as

U, to, are given in general by infinite series.

6. Analysis of the formulas of displacement by the aid of certain

transformations.   The formulas (41) for U and w,  together with the

differential equations of § 4, are quite general; they enable us to handle, for

example, a problem involving simultaneous radial and axial pressure. Before

dealing with the applications, it is important to ascertain what simplifications

occur in (41) when we consider

(i) the case of radial pressure only.

(ii) the case of axial pressure only.

In this connection, we make use of the following transformations:

(64a) (t, —t), (iv, —w),

(646) (£, —£), (m.-, — w), (a, —a).

(64c) (/, -t), (U, -U),

(64d) (C, -£), (Ü, -U), («, -«),

where (t, —t) signifies the replacement of ¿by —t, etc.

Clearly each of these transformations turns the plate upside down and at

the same time reverses the signature of either w or U. When one of these

transformations does not disturb the conditions that characterize a given

problem, it cannot influence the solution, and hence may be used to simplify

the formulas of displacement.

If the transformations (64) are to leave U and w unchanged, they must

leave unaltered the fundamental relations (14), (21), (56) which determine U

and w.i  Since Fr = Fz = 0, all requirements are met in the case of (14).

t We need not concern ourselves here with the fact that the displacements themselves

may be prescribed at the edges, as in (59). In such cases we discern by direct examination

of (64) the transformations which do not disturb the boundary conditions.
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If (21) and (56) are to remain unchanged under (64), we find the following

restrictions on S, T, G, N, where S refers to both S" and S,,:t

(65a)     S(<) == S(—t),   T(i) — -T(—t),

N(<) = N(-i),  6(0 — G(-i);

(656)     N == G = 0;

(65c)     S(0 = —S(-0,   T(#) = T(— 0,

N(f) = — N(-i),  G(0 — —G(-0;

(65d)    S == T = 0.

Here the order of arrangement is the same as that in (64), and the conditions

are concerned with the vanishing of certain terms in the expansions (18)

and (55).

(a)   THE RADIAL CASK

Under this heading we consider the pair of transformations (64a) and

(646), assuming that (65 a) and (656) do not conflict with the boundary con-

ditions, so that U and w are unaltered. Using (6), we find that these trans-

formations yield respectively the following relations:

(66a)      U2m+l (r, £) = w2m (r, £) = 0 (m — 0, 1, 2, ...),

(666)      Um (r, £) - Um (r, -£) = wm (r, t) + wm (r, —£) ~ 0

(m = 0, 1, 2, ...).

Turning to (41), we observe that (66a) implies the vanishing of all the un-

knowns of the wob and Un systems, and that (66 6) demands the vanishing of

all the unknowns of the wu system; for (66) demands that each of these

unknowns equal its negative, and since they are given uniquely by the diffe-

rential equations of § 4 (provided (65 a) and (656) do not conflict with the

boundary conditions), this cannot happen except they vanish identically. With

only the unknowns of the Uob system remaining, the formulas (41) simplify

tremendously.   For future reference, the results are recorded below :

fin deriving (656) and (65d), note that the right-hand members of (56) contain

a multiplicative factor 2« which changes sign under (64b) and (64d).
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+ [Uu

+ \uM

+

Um
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a

1

2(1 —a)

1

UoVt f

2(1 —2a)

__1_
2(1 —2a)

3 —2a

IVtai,  ~
1 —2a U2b   i,    -\-   -24(1 —a)

77*'*'   !-4
i^oft    £

^So £ I~27 ^ S + 12(1 —2a) Wsa Ç
.'* ' ri

24(1— 2 ff)

(676)     w = wiaít +

U2*b'*'?
720(1 — a)

f 7*1*1*1 ¡-ti
Uob <a t& +

wsa £ + '«TTZTtfY ^°*"' ^8

+ Wba t+~
3(1 —2a)

1±î—oar*c'

Äs + 1

6(1 —2a)
US* £:i

120(1 —ff)

Note that w(r, 0) = 0; that is, the middle plane is stretched without

deflection at any point. It is interesting to interpret physically the trans-

formations (64a) and (646); we observe that when (t, — t) or (£, —£),

(a, —«) turns the plate upside down, the requirement (w, — w) takes care

of the necessary reversal of sign in the axial displacement. The advantage

of deducing formulas (67) at this point will appear when we arrive at the

applications of §§ 7, 8.

(b) The axial case

From (6), we find that the pair of transformations (64 c) and (64 d) yield

respectively the relations

(68a)   U2m(r, £) = w2m¥l (r, £) = 0 (m = 0,1,2,...),

(68 6)   Um(r,t) + Vm(r,—t)

= wm (r, £) — wm(r, — £) = 0     (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .).

By (41), the first of these relations implies the vanishing of all the unknowns

of the Uob and wn systems, and (686) shows that all the unknowns of the Uu

system must vanish also. The argument here is the same as in the radial case.

We are assuming, of course, that (65c) and (65 d) do not conflict with the

boundary conditions.

Before writing down any formulas of displacement for the axial case, let

us see how much we can infer from (640") when Sy= S8¿3^ 0, S»* = 0.
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Although the conditions of (65 d) areno longer met, an examination of the

differential equations of the U\b system shows that the only unknowns of the

system whose vanishing we cannot now infer are Um and iVia. Since the

special case we are considering is one of vital importance in the applications,

we shall retain these two unknowns in our formulas of displacement for the

axial case.

The physical situation here is of considerable interest. When U and w are

respectively even and odd functions of £, as in the radial case, or respectively

odd and even functions of £, as in the puret axial case, there are obvious

symmetrical relations governing the form into which an initially vertical

filament is bent. But if the upper base of the plate is loaded, the terms in

Ust, and iVia enter, and U and w are no longer respectively odd and even

functions of £; not only are certain changes reflected in the form into which

the initially vertical filament is bent, but also there is the new possibility that

the middle plane is extended as well as bent.

The inclusion of the unknowns Ust, and wia gives us the following formulas

of displacement in the axial case:

(69 a)

(696)

U

+

+

Uña £ — 7

ternit-

1

Ust, + Usa £ ■
2 —g

6(1 —g)
^o!'£3 e

1
12(1 —g)

H"   =   M'01>

2(1 —2g)

w2b {,

Wia fe

120(1

1 2a
Wtt*

3 —2g
12(1 —a)

'sot-

tV2b +
2(1 — a)

-g)

tt'ot, £,

Wob       (,

t* +

4(1 Zl:a)-U»t T(l
2<r     ,*„

-V)W2^

Wit, + Wia Í

l + o

24 \Y~ajwob ^r

+ M'6i>
1

4(1 —g)
^■£8

1 —2g
4(1 —ff)

u>'â?+e

6(1 L-w^r+mr-T)™?

3(1
w'¿ £3

24(1 —g)

2 g)

— w2b   i

+ 720 ( 1 — a)
Wot>       t, 16+

t We agree that (65 c) sufficiently characterizes the axial case. If both (65 c) and (65 d)

obtain, we have the pure axial case. An analogous distinction might he made in the radial

case; then (67) would refer to the pure radial case.
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If there are no surface tractions (S3 = 0), we suppress the terms involving

Utb and Wia and find U(r, 0) = 0; that is, the middle plane is bent without

extension. Examples of this type are treated in §§ 9, 10. In the examples of

§§ 11—15 we have S8 ̂  0, and the terms in Utb and w^a must be retained;

indeed it is precisely these terms which provide in the second of these examples

(§ 12) for a uniform stretching of the middle plane.

Considering only the leading terms in (69), we see that to a first approxi-

mation a linear element originally normal to z = 0 remains straight in the

strained state, is not compressed transversely, and also meets at right angles

the surface into which the middle plane is bent.

In the axial case it is particularly interesting to form the physical picture

for transformations (64 a) and (64 d), and observe how, after the plate has been

turned upside down, the displacements are still correctly given by virtue

ol(U,—U).

We observe that the Uob system predominates in the radial case, with the

wn system entering as an auxiliary system of axial type. The situation is

reversed in the axial case ; here the wob system comes first, and the Un system

of radial type provides for radial displacements of higher order than the

axial displacements. In the pure radial and axial cases the auxiliary wn and

Uib systems disappear. Of course the solutions of the radial and axial cases

may be superposed if desired; that is, the most general problem may be

solved by a synthesis of solutions of radial and axial type.

It may be noted that the energy integral,

?'l     — CL

+ (l — 2<f)^—— + w'j t — 4-^— t—4î7-^-JJraVdÇ,

is of order t in the radial case and of order f in the axial case, in agreement

with the known facts.

Our formulas are in general power series in both z and h. When z = 0,

we have power series in h alone. Also the applied tractions, (18) and (55),

are given by power series in h alone.

Although we take the point of view of tractions applied at the faces of the

plate, there is the possibility of prescribing the displacements at the faces and

subsequently computing the corresponding applied tractions. So long as the

prescribed elements define a determinate problem, it seems clear that the

method of series is applicable.
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Finally, we note that t is not necessarily a small parameter. What is im-

portant is that the actual plate under consideration be thin; that is, when the

parameter t is suppressed, the ratio of the thickness of the plate to its dia-

meter must be in gênerait small.

Further remarks will be found in a concluding paragraph which follows the

applications.

Part II. applications

7. Incomplete circular plate under internal and external radial

pressure.^ As an example of the radial case, with the displacements given

by (67), consider a plate of constant thickness with outer and inner radii r0

and rx respectively. In the notation agreed upon, the thickness is 2 a = 2 h

or 2at = 2t¡t.

If the pressures (per unit of edge-line arc) are p0 and px on the external and

internal boundaries respectively, we have

n

(70a) T(r„) = TtMt = — J potdï, = —2f¡tp0,
-r¡

\

(706) T(n) o. T,(r,)í — — J pitdï, = -2VtVl,

and assuming SÜ = 0, we have, by (61 a),

E
(71a)

(716)

1 —ff8 L

E

rn     i   -  Uob 1
Üm + a—-\      = —po,

r   Jr=r0

1— ff8
Uob + a-—-I      = — pi.

r   -¡r—r,

The first differential equation to be solved is (42).   When a' = 0, this

equation reduces to

(72 a) UU = 0,

f When the method leads to results which hold for a thick plate (see Part II), we have

an exceptional case.

% The solution of essentially the same problem is found in Love (p. 141) ; in point of

fact, the applications of §§ 9—12 to plates of constant thickness do not lead to results

that are new. It is enough that these examples serve admirably to illustrate the direct-

ness of the present method, as well as to suggest the detailed manner of procedure in

cases that are new, notably those of variable thickness.
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and its complete solution is

(726) Uob = C,r + C2r-\

The constants are determined by (71), and have the values

[July

(73 a)

(736)

C\

a

i — ff

E

1 + ff

J»i»i—l»o»o

(Pi — Po) i ri

All remaining unknowns appearing in (67) may be shown to vanish identi-

cally. For example, equations (43 a) and (44) reduce to

(74 a)

(746)

hence UU = 0, or

(74c)

But (61c) gives

(74a)

(74 e)

fftf» + U — ff)wto = 0,

(1— <t)Uti + tvia = 0;

U» = Cir+Clr-*.

lu'»**?*]    =o,
L r J,-=r,

¡u>u + 9Eê]    =o,
L r   Jr=r.

and hence t/2i, = 0. Also, wta = 0.

Since all unknowns vanish save Z70», the complete solution, as given by (67),

is the following:

(75 a)     U =
1 —a

E
Pi*i—Porl

'o      'i

mm                     2o\plrl-p0r*
(756)      w =-=r

r +

*,

1 + ff (ft—iV*o*i
i —r?
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where we have made the return to the original variable z. From (756), we see

that there is uniform axial extension of amount given by the coefficient of z.

If the thickness of the plate is to remain constant, it is necessary to impose

a tension.   Since there is no axial extension, w\a must vanish; or, by (336),

(76) U,0i>
(l + g)(l-2g)Sg

aE

This relation may be used to eliminate So from (61 a), so that our boundary

conditions become

(77 a)

(77 6)

E
(l+tf)(l-2ff)L

E
(l+g)(l-2ff)

(l-a)U0b + a
£/"<0I>

r Jr=
= —Po,

(l-a)Uoi + a
Uob

r J »•= r,
=   — Pl>

Taking Uob in the form

(78) Uob = Kir + K2r-\

we obtain from (77) the following values for the constants :

(79a)

(796)

K, =
(l + g)(l-2ff)

E

. r\ — p0 rl
4-2 — a«!

'0 'l

K* — C«;

and we have for the complete solution in the case of no axial extension

(80a)  U

(806)   iv

(l + «r)(l-2cr)

E

ptr\—p0rl

'o        'l

r +
1 + g

E
(Pi—Po) fyi

ro      ri

— 0.

Having determined the constants in (78), we may compute Uoi and obtain

from (76) the value of the imposed tension.  We find

(81a) So
aE

(l + g)(l-2«r)
Uo%   =

2tf(p1r1— p0rl)
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In the first case considered (So = 0), let us suppose th&t p0 = 0; then we

have zz = tr = 0, and

We observe that the circumferential tension is the greatest tension; its value

at r = rx exceeds by px its value at r = r0. The greatest extension is the

circumferential extension (eee) at r = rx.

If r0 —n is small in comparison with the thickness 2h, we have results

that obtain for a tube rather than for a plate (cf. Love, loc. cit.).

Finally, attention may be called to the fact that we might have prescribed

the radial displacements of the inner and outer edges and computed the

corresponding pressures.

8. Incomplete circular plate of variable thickness under internal

and external radial pressure. The displacements are given by (67), and

the first equation to integrate is (42). Assuming the bases free from traction

(So = 0), equation (42) becomes

(82) US!, a + U'0b+a^]a>=0.
r J

If we restrict a to be of the form

(83) a(r) = tjr* [a(r) = ht*, h = r¡t],

equation (82) is of Euler's type and is readily transformed by a change of

independent variable into a linear equation with constant coefficients.t

When k = 0, we have the plate of uniform thickness already considered;

but iu general, the thickness at the center is either infinite or nil. We avoid

this difficulty by considering an incomplete plate.

When k = - -1, A = 1, the plate is as shown below in the figure. Note

that the choice of A determines the thinness of the plate. We do not specialize

k in the discussion that follows.

t Cf. Goursat-Hedrick, Mathematical Analysis, vol. II, part II, p. 123.
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Fig. 2.

Since the ratio ala is independent of t¡, the leading terms in the displace-

ments are independent of the thickness of the plate, and this is explainable

when we recall the manner in which the pressures at the edges vary with the

thickness.t But equations (43 a) and (44) are altered by a change in i¡, and

we see that subsequent terms in the displacements will not be independent of

the thickness of the plate.

Using (83), equation (82) becomes

(84) Uii + (l + k)
U'ob

-(1-fffc)
•v.2

0,

and the solution of this equation is

(85 a) Uob — dr^ + Ct"*,

where mx and ms are roots of the characteristic equation

(856) m* + km — (1 — ff/r) = 0.

The discriminant of (856) is A = &2 + 4(l—ak), and vanishes when k = 2 a

±2 Va*—1; but since ff<l (Love, p. 103), this value of k is never real.

Thus we see that in any 6ona fide physical problem, the roots of the charac-

teristic equation are real and distinct.

If the respective pressures on the outer and inner edges are p0, plf the

conditions at the boundary are given by (71). These equations determine the

constants in (85 a), and we readily find

t Cf. §§ 5, 16.
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(86)
1 — o-2 T    rm>

Uab =    'E^tf — tf.?*) [ nh + a {pi r™* r* ~~ P« r™* r»>

If k = 0, then »ii = 1, ms = — 1, and (86) reduces to the Î70» of the pre-

ceding paragraph.

By virtue of (86) and (336), we now know the leading terms in the dis-

placements; that is,

(87 a)

(876)

U =    Uob +

1 —a
mhz +

If we wish to compute further terms in U and w, we consider next the

equations (43 a) and (44). Eliminating wta, we obtain the following equation

for the determination of U2b :

(88a)    UU « + [u'u + a — «' = O (Um, «, and their derivatives).

Since Uob and « are known, O is a knownt function of r, and this equation

has a solution of the form

(886) Un = Cl rm< + C't rm* + 9 (r),

where y is the particular integral. By (43 a), the function wSa is also known

up to C'i and C'2. By means of (61c), where T8 (r0) = %(n) = 0, the con-

stants of integration are determined, and since there is no longer the homo-

geneity! that characterized the case k = 0, these constants are in general

different from 0. The situation here is typical for what happens as we continue

to determine subsequent terms in Z/and w, and it is clear that if the thickness

is variable, the series for the displacements will not in general terminate.

t From (43), (44), (61c), we ascertain in particular the manner in which a and its derivatives

enter in <D, and verify the fact that Un contains the factor r¡2. Thus the term of order t2 in

(67 a) is seen to be homogeneous of order 2 in Cand r¡, and in general the coefficient of <" is

homogeneous of order n in f and r¡, as pointed out in § 1.

Í Cf. (74 d) and (74 e).
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9. Complete circular plate loaded at its center and clamped at

the edge. In this paragraph and the next three, we continue to deal with

plates of constant thickness. Although we do not obtain new results, we show

how the present method lends itself to direct computation of the solutions in

question. Indeed, it seems desirable that in exhibiting the power of the method

as applied to plates of constant thickness, we should begin with familiar rather

than with new examples.

Under central load, the surface tractions are nil, and the displacements are

given by (69) without the terms in Ust, and Wia. The boundary conditions are

given by (59).

The first differential equation to be considered is (50), and since «' = 0, it

reduces to

(89 a) w'oV* = 0,
or

(896) w'oV —  K.
r

The constant K is determined by (626).  If W is the central load, we have

(90) If = 2 7rrN.,i8,

since 2nr]S is the resultant shearing force on the portion of the plate lying

within a circle of radius r. Thus, (896) becomes

(91) "**'=-2^F'

and the shear is infinite at the center. Integrating, we find

W
(92) wot, = SnDl      e r

r8log^-fr8|-fC1r84-C24-0,logr,

where D is the flexural rigidity. Since the plate is complete up to the center,

C8 must vanish. The constants d and C2 are determined by the conditions

!t>oi> (n>) = w'ob (ro) = 0, which follow from (59). We find

W
(93) „o, - —g^ |(^-r8)-r8log^].

27
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We turn next to the determination of w2b and Usa.  From (48), we have

<M> ^U-=2nrWDt-aY

and equations (51) and (52) reduce to

(95a) 2,i1_a)[(2-a)Uîa-aw'2Vhi-(iv'ib+U&a) = 0,

(95&)   - eu-«)1"8" »" + eu-l) ^* i'-O*'* + ̂ * = °-

Eliminating w'u, + U&a from the last two equations, and using (94) to get rid

of Usa, the result is

(96 a) w'2*b* = 0,

oi-

ige 6) w&* = —.
r

But N5 = 0 in (62/), and K' = 0; hence we find, upon integration and
suppression of the term in log r,

(96 c) w2b = Ci»-8 + a.

Finally, the boundary conditions w2b (r0) = w>2i> (n>) — 0 give us i<.'2i> = 0,

and returning to (94) we have

The conditions N7 = 0  and wib (n) = w'ib (r0) = 0 give wib = 0.

From (95 a) the equation analogous to (94) is

(98) f«i»+üia = 0,

so that the analogue to (97) is Uña = 0.  A similar argument shows that all

remaining unknowns vanish identically.
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We are now in a position to write down the formulas of displacement (69).

Making the return to the original variable z, we have

(99 a)     U =

(996)

WWrz .     r0   ,

4ttZ> l0g r + \2nD(l — a)r
[Qh*z — (2 — a)zj,

W
%nD

\(t% — i*) — r*\og
r J

aWz*        foi      »o      J
+ 8.i)(l-ff) F7-4

The central deflection is

(100) d = w (0, 0) =
Wr%

16nD'

and by means of this relation it is possible to express the displacements in

terms of an initially prescribed central deflection. Indeed, it is possible to

solve the problem from the point of view of an initially prescribed central

deflection and subsequently compute the load in terms of d. We follow this

suggestion in the next paragraph and obtain some interesting results.

We observe that the terms of higher order in (99) become infinite at the

center.! But for a thin plate, the formulas yield reasonable displacements

outside a certain small neighborhood of the axis. If z = 0, we have the

formula of the approximate theory (Love, p. 494). A meridian cut of the

surface into which the middle plane is bent has infinite curvature at r = 0.

10. Complete circular plate loaded at its center and supported

at the edge*   As in the preceding paragraph, we have

(101) Wob
W

HttD
log-^- + r»] + Cir» + Ci;

r J

but the constants are to be determined by boundary conditions following

from (58), namely

(102) wob(r0) = G,(r0) = 0.

Applying these conditions, we obtain

^        ^b = -lrtn [t+T W - r'¿) - 2r2loeT.

t»See the remark at the close of §10

27*
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Turning to the unknowns w2b and Usa, we find again an equation of the

form (96c), and since w2b (r0) = 0, we have

(104) w2b =K(r2— r8).

To determine K, we use (63c), where G5(r0) = 0.   When w2b is known,

Usa is determined by (48), and the final results are as follows:

,n,  . (8 + a)Wf
(105«) W2b = - ^(Y^^y^^ (H - i),

(105 6) Uu-J£#>*£r+ ^
20(l + ff)7r2)rg   '   2(1 —<r)7i:7)r "

From »41, (r0) = G7 (r0) = 0, we find wib = U*,a = 0, and since all further

unknowns vanish identically, we may write down the following complete

solution :

If   r(8 + g)rA8^ 2A8g (2 — a)z3l

+ 4ttdI 5(1 +a) rl   +(1—«)r"   3(1—<r)rj'

+ 8^1     5(i4-ff)i   - + T^i2Kv-1) + T+7pJ

a($ + o)Wh*z:2 ,2

20(1—a*) nDr* •

The central deflection is

'       ' a 16(1 +a)rtD V       5(8 + ff)^J'
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Solving for W in terms of d, we find

(108 a) W =-
16(l + ff)7rZ>d

(3 + aK
1

2(8 + g)/i2

5(3 + ff)r2

Substituting this value in (106), we obtain formulas of displacement in terms

of d, and these are closed forms; that is, when the parameter t is introduced,

these formulas of displacement are not power series in t. But by expanding

(108 a) in series,

l&(l + a)nDd
(1086) W

(3 + ff) r\

2(8+ g) A*
1_t~ 5(3 +ff)^"1"

we obtain for U and w the same formal developments in t which result when

the problem is solved from the point of view of an initially prescribed central

deflection .t If we were not to write out in full these series for U and w in

terms of the central deflection, we might fail to observe a situation that

obtains in all these cases, namely, the coefficient of tn, considered as a function

of r and r0, is homogeneous! of order — n.  We have

*** "-TI^H^M'
4(l + g)q>n8-U/ n

+ 5(3 + ff)rf      3 + ff r10g r

5(2 -Or*   T

+ 3(l-ff)r2*J

10r2

(1 —ff)r!
h*z

(1096)  *" = ^[(r2-,2)-^^r2log^]
3 + ff

4(1+ <r)d r(8 + ff)r8Ä2

5(3 + ff)r2L (3 + a)r2
log^f

+
5ff

I —ff
log^-l +

3 + ff

8(l + ff)M+
t In this case, we demand that u>ut(0) = d, u>ti(0) = 0, io«(0) = 0, etc.

Í Cf. §§ 9,11—14 (particularly the concluding remarks of § 14).
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The developments (109) meet the requirements both of convergence and

differentiability; for the series (1086) converges when the magnitude of the

ratio — is suitably restricted, and is independent of e and r.
r0

Although (99) and (106) break down at the center of the plate, they are

the exact solutions under the assumption that the surface tractions are nil

in the case of central load.t
11. Complete circular plate under uniform pressure and clamped

at the edge. In this problem, and in that of the next paragraph, the dis-

placements are given by formulas (69) with the terms in Ust, and wia included.

Let the upper base (z = A) be subject to the pressure p per unit of sur-

face area. Then S*' = S813       —p, S„ = 0, and equation (50) reduces to

(110) w'ot

or, after "anti-starring",

(111) w'ot

t*>* JL.

1L + Ä
2D "*"  r

To determine the constant K, we have the relation (626), and since the shear

must be finite at the center, we find K = 0 and

(112^ N3ts^=^pr.

If W is the total load, then W = npr\, but it is convenient to retain Ms&p

in the work that follows. Since the plate is complete, we suppress the term

in logr in the solution of (111) and write

(113) 'm = —^ + C\r*+Ct.

and when the constants of integration have been determined by means of the

boundary conditions wot, (r0) = w'ot, (r0) = 0, we find

(114) w»-efe-^""*"^-

For w2b, we find an equation of the form (966); but K' = 0, since the

shear would otherwise become infinite at the center.   Our further boundary

t Cf. Saint-Venant's Annotated Clebsch, Note du § 45.
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conditions on w2b are the same as those of § 9, and hence w2b = 0.    It

follows from equation (48) that

(115) Uta -        ~^~
2(1—a) D'

The remaining unknowns of the wob system vanish identically.

It remains to determine the two unknowns of the ZTn, system. Equations (46)

and (47) reduce to

(116a) aUób + (l-a)ivia = ~^~f^>

(1166) (1— a)UU + aw'ia = 0,

and eliminating wia we have

(117) UsV = 0.

Now it is clear that in addition to the condition U(r0,0) = 0 of (59), we

have also U(0, 0) = 0; but this implies that Uat (n>) = Utb (0) = 0, and

hence we find Utb = 0.  It follows from (116 a) that

ÎÏ1RÏ „, (\-2a)pt¡»
(118) w*-3(i_ „).£-•

The displacements becomet

(U9a)   U=-^{rl-r*)z+ l2{lV^a)D[&h*z--{2-a)z%

- «fe«-**? + -I6(l-g)2> « - 2^)'w

(1196)

24(1 —ff)8i)
[8(1 — 2ff)A8¿ + 6/iV — (1 — ff8)*4].

f These results agree with Love, p. 490.
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We observe that the middle plane is bent without radial extension.   The

central deflection is

pr* Wr*
(120) d =

64 D 64 ttZ)'

and by comparison with (100) is seen to be one quarter of that which would

be produced by the same total load concentrated at the center.

The normal shearing force is given by (112).  For the radial force and the

flexural couple, we findt

(i2i) t = t4¿4= —¡y&-,

(122) G = G,^+G5^=-^[(l4-ff)^0-(34-ff)r']4-(8 + ^^>^.

12. Complete circular plate under uniform pressure and sup-

ported at the edge. The constants in (113) are determined by the con-

ditions wot, (r0) = G3 (r0) = 0, and we find

(123) w, - - ¿ ^(.s-.^-(.í-4

The determination of the unknowns w2b and Z78tt follows the lines indicated

in § 10.   We are led to the results

(124) w,b = - i*+ <>+<>*)PI* (r» _ ñU¿4) w2b 40(l-cr8)Z)   tr°      ' h

(125) TJ (2 + 9a-a^pf
(125)                        Usa -      20(l-«r8)Z>       '

The remaining unknowns of the wot, system vanish identically.

Turning to the unknowns Ust, and wia, we find the first of these functions

given by (117). From Usb (0) = 0, it follows that Ust, = Kr, and K is

determined by equation (61 d), where T4 (r0) = 0. When Ust, is known, w\a

is given by (116a). The results are as follows:

t Recall that p is of order f and h of order t.
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3»

(126) Utb
3(l-o-2)D:

(127) IVia = -
3(1 — a*)D"

The displacements take the formt

U 16Z)Ll + ff°        J
(128 a)

gQ(1^qg)j)[20a^ + 3(2 + 9ff-ff2)^g-5(l+ff)(2-ff)^],

w = —     ^    [2(3 + ff^(r2 — r2)^ — (r* — r4)1
64 D [   1 + ff   K°       ,0    v°        ;J

(1286)_J—_r8 + ff-fff^ /   3 + ff   r2_r.A 2]
{l¿*b) 8(l-ff)Z>t5ff(l+ff) ^«     ' )n      \2(l+a)to     ' )    J

_T20"(T-ff2)7J[40h3¿ + 6 (5 + 2<r+ff2) Ä*2'2-5( !+ff)^4l •

The shearing force is given by (112), T vanishes throughout the plate, and

for the flexural couple we find

(129) G = G8 f = - (3 + g)^ (f*- f»).

By setting e — 0 in (1286), we obtain the expression for the surface into

which the middle plane is bent.  In particular, the central deflection is

64(l + ff)nrZ)L        5(1 —er)(5 + ff)r2

where W = npr\ is the total load. The middle plane is stretched uniformly,

for setting z = 0 in (128 a) we find

•ioi\ in    t\\ oprh* apr
(131) F(rf0)- 3(i±v)TD=^-

t Cf. Love, p. 487.
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A linear element originally normal to z = 0 is deformed into a curved

filament; the angle at which this curve cuts the surface into which the middle

plane is bent is

(132a) e = \n — l,

where A is given with sufficient accuracy by the tangent

(1326) tan a

dU
dz

+ w'

dU

dz
w

z—0

This formulation leads to the result

(133) » = fr
3(l+a)pr

i Eh

When we solve the example of this paragraph (or the preceding) from the

point of view of an initially prescribed central deflection,! we are led to

a situation analogous to that noted in § 10.

13. Plates of constant thickness under pressure of type such that

the series for the displacements terminate. The "star" notation,

besides rendering our formulas compact, enables us to see with ease the types

of loading that lead to terminating series for the displacements.

Let us look first at the axial case. In the coefficient of t2n in (696), we

observe that wot, is subject n times to the pair of operations '* ; for example,

t To solve this problem ab initio means that we must retain the odd S's which enter in the

differential equations of the Z7u and wet, systems. Since we seek a uniform loading that will

cause a central deflection ', we find w'J'* = const., w'^'* = const., etc. Integrating and

suppressing the log term, there are three constants to be determined. For the first equation,

the boundary conditions are icoi(O) = d, wm(r0) = G«(r0) = 0; subsequent boundary con-

ditions are of the type t»»(0) = wu(r0) = G6(r0) = 0, without the d. We are thus led to

the result

— p = S313 + Ss t3 H-= Z>«4*'* -)- Dwit'* t2-\-

64(1 + *) Dd
(5 + <r)r*

8(84- a+a2)^1

5(l-<r)(5 + <r)rS
+

which is precisely what we get by solving (130 a) for p in terms of d and expanding.
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the term in f contains wo»'*'*. A similar situation presents itself in (69a),

except that here the final operation in the sequence is that of differentiation.

Equation (50) reduces for the case of constant thickness to

(134) w'oV* = ^f,

and it appears that the series for the displacements will terminate if and only

if the pair of operations '*, applied a sufficient number of times to (134), causes

the right-hand member of the equation to vanish. The truth of this conjecture

is borne out by the structure of the differential equations of the wob system.

We are assuming, of course, that the load is prescribed at the outset.

A little consideration shows that the only type of loading that meets the

stated requirement has the form

m m

(135a) £ — psn r¿" + logr £ — q2n r2".
n=0 n=o

Here them's and q's are constants, positive in the case of pressure. We confine

our attention to pressures of the form

(1356) 2-p*r*»,
n=0

for terms in the logarithm give a type of loading which not only lacks physical

interest but also leads to formulas of displacement which present discontinuities

at the center of the plate.

Although a load of the form

m

(136) Z-P2n+Ir2n+1
n = 0

fails to lead to terminating series for the displacements, it presents some

features of interest. With this type of pressure, the successive processes of

differentiation and starring lead at a certain stage to the starring of a con-

stant or a constant multiplied by logr. At this point, negative powers of r

are introduced, and since the next operation is that of differentiation it is

clear that no term can reduce to 0 at any stage. In this type of loading

not only are the displacements given by infinite series, but also, due to the

entrance of negative powers of r, all terms from a certain point on will

present discontinuities at the center of the plate.

The phenomenon just pointed out is not without explanation.  Turning to

(1356) and (136), we are led to examine the curve z — rn with reference to
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its behavior at the origin. If n is even, as in (1356), the curve is continuous

at /■ = 0, together with all its derivatives. When n is odd, as in (136), the

nth derivative is discontinuous at r = 0 and has there a jump of amount 2 n !,

and it is natural that such a singularity should manifest itself in the formulas

of displacement.

It will be recalled that we assumed So constant; in general it is a function

of r, and if the series for the displacements are to terminate in the radial case,

So must clearly have form (135). Otherwise the successive differentiation and

starring operations would at no stage lead to 0.

When n = 0, (1356) yields the important case of uniform loading — and

if po = 0, central loading. The latter case is dealt with fully in §§ 9, 10.

In the case of uniform loading, and for (1356) in general, a number of inter-

esting possibilities arise when the plate is taken to be incomplete. In point

of fact, we may have

(a) both edges clamped,

(6) both edges supported,

(c) one edge clamped and one edge free,

(d) one edge clamped and one edge supported,

(e) one edge supported and one edge free.

In cases (c), (d), (e) we may interchange the rôle of inner and outer edges.

Furthermore, we obtain results for a complete plate by setting the inner radius

equal to 0 in any of these three cases. We are not attempting to indicate in

any exhaustive manner the full scope of the applications, but it is of some

interest to note the variety of problems that lead to terminating series for

the displacements.

In the following paragraph, we consider an incomplete plate, mainly because

we wish to paraphrase the problem (in § 15) for the case of variable thickness,

but in this example we take the pressure to be uniform in order to simplify

the computations. It may be well to have on record an example in which the

load depends upon r. It is not a long piece of work to compute the following

displacements for the case of a complete plate, clamped at r = r0 and

supporting a load —pr*:

(137«)     U--^D^-^-TÏÏ^-ajD

(        (8-»,)(,{-H) 1 (2-ff)rV
1 ^       io      rí+ 6(i-cr)

+ 60(lP^(fyp[ihiz + 20(l-a)hlizt + 4:0(l-3a)h*z* + (3-o)zJ,
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't = ~57ÍD[2,'»-3r«,'4+''61

+ i8o(l-aW[m~3a)^~r2Yh2^öa{<~3ri)z2]

(1376)
+ llöü^)^[20{o2,°-2(1-ff)2r2}7'8i

— 3{10>ä + o(8 — 3o)(r2-2i*)}h2z2 + b(l—ai)r2z4]

-T^jËra^W>^i + ^a(l-a)Pzs~-à(l-a)(2~Sa)hiz*

+ (l-a)(2 + a)zß].

The central deflection is

pr60 (S — 3a)ph2ri0

(138) A = ~~288# +   160(1 —<r)D  '

When U and it- are expressed in terms of d, the coefficients, considered as

functions of r and r0, are homogeneous and of order in agreement with the

rule given at the close of § 10. If U and w are written in terms of p. or in

terms of the total load IW = -ynpr\\, there is still homogeneity in r and r0,

but in such cases the order is altered throughout by one and the same

constant.*
14. Incomplete circular plate under uniform pressure with one

edge clamped and one edge free. Taking r = >\ as the free edge, we de-

termine the constant in equation (111) by means of the condition N8(»i) = 0

and find

(139) ««'= —^(r-'-rî).

It follows that

(140) N,(*)«•- -¿-(f?-r»).

We assume that >\ is the inner edge; if 1\ >■ r0, the parenthesis changes sign,

in agreement with the conventions of § 5.

f See the concluding remarks of § 14.
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Integrating (139), the three constants are determined by the conditions

Gs(n) = wob (ro) = iv'ob (ro) — 0, and the final result is the following:

IVob
P

32 QD
{(l~a)(r¡ + 2rl)rl + (l+3a)r'1}(rí-r>

(141)

+ 2/^(l+ff)r21 + (l-ff)(2r2 + r2)}log^°

+ 4(l+ff)r4{rtlog^-r2log^}-8(l + ff)r2r4log^log-^]

+ ^ñ^o-'4+8(Í-r2)r2],
64 D

where the constant Q is given by

Q   =   (l_ff),.2+(1+ff),.2.

When we set rx = 0, (141) reduces to (114).

For w2b, we have an equation of the form (966), where the condition

^(n) = 0 shows the constant must be 0. Hence we have to integrate the

equation

(142) w'2%' = 0,

and determine the three constants by means of the conditions

G6(ri) = w2b(r0) = w2b(r0) = 0.   Having found w2b, equation (48) gives us

Uta.   The results are as follows:

(143«) w2b —
(S — 3a)prlf
20(1 — ff) QD

2rUog

(1436) U,
(H

8a

r\)pf       (8 — 3ff)(r2 — .*)pt\?

2(1 — ff) Di 10(1 — a)QDr

For Utb, we have equation (117).   The conditions Z7si>(»'o) = Ti(ri) = 0

give Utb = 0. It follows that w4a is given by (118).
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Substitution in (69) gives the following displacements :

U — ^^^l-a)(rl + 2r2)r2 + (l + Za)r\

(144a)

(1446)

f {(l + a)?i + (l-a)(2r2 + r2)}^ -(r'+i^Q

4:(l +a) r2r\        - [ r        1
--,—^log^ + 2(l + ff)ri 21ogf+ 1

— 4(1—ff)r0:r8log^-L<

,_P_      LI,       , ■   (S-Sa)(r2-r2)r2\
+'12U-g)^i6v ~r2+-5Q-re

~(2-a)(r2 — r\)z*\,

w = wob (as given above)

-5<r{4(l + a) r\l\o%^ + l) - 4 (1 - a) r2r\ (log^ - l)

+ (l-ff)(r84-2rf)^-r-(l + 3(r)ri-(2r2 + 4/-8)Q|^8]

- 120(1 i^H^A^gOAV

— 3o)r2h?z2
— 5(1— ff8)*4

12ff(8 — 3 a) ***»«*
rut _i\ _4

Q

When rx = 0, these formulas reduce to (119). If we think of r0 as the inner

edge, we see that by setting r0 = 0 we obtain the solution for the case of

a complete plate under uniform pressure with center clamped and edge free.

In the examples of complete plates, §§ 9—13, we found the coefficients in

Î7 and w homogeneous in r and r0 ; when the plate is incomplete, there is

homogeneity in r, r0 and rx. For example, we observe in (144), where U and tv
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are expressed in terms of p, that the coefficient of P* is homogeneous of order

4—n in r, r0 and t\.

The "check of dimensions" furnishes the clue to the situation in all cases.

For example, when U and w are expressed in terms of d, all coefficients of d

must clearly be of the Oth degree in length. We are thus led to the result

that the coefficient of tn must be of the Oth degree in length. But being

homogeneous of order n in £ and r¡, this coefficient is of the nth degree in

length so far as z and h are concerned. It follows that the contributions made

by r, r0 and rx must total to degree — n.

The check of dimensions does not require that we write the displacements

in terms of d, or that the plate be complete, or even of constant thickness.

It is important to note that we have finally obtained a maximum amount of

information as to the manner of occurrence not only of £ and t¡, and a and

its derivatives, but also of r, r0 and t\. It is a particular advantage to have

this information available as an aid to the elimination of errors in computation.

15. Incomplete circular plate of variable thickness under uniform

pressure with one edge clamped and one edge free. In § 8, we con-

sidered an example of variable thickness under the radial case; it remains

to consider an example of variable thickness under the axial case.

Let us take S" = S8 f = —p, Sv = 0, where p is a constant pressure per

unit of surface area and is everywhere normal to the upper base z — a.

Under this assumption it is easy to anti-star equation (50) ; we find

,.,-           »*/   s i o Í  »   i     M>ól   »   '             3(1 — as)pr   .   K
(145)        ipo» a8 + 3 \wöb + a — J «8 «-±Ets      " ~*~ ~V'

To determine K, we use (62a) where Ns (i\) = 0. When this is done, we

may write our equation in the form

(146)    w'o'i+wob
1       3a'

L r        a -¡
+ w'ob

3 a a'     J_
ra       r*

3(1 — o»)i> (»* — *?)

4#a8r '

where a = at.

This equation resembles (82) in the respect that when

(147) — = —
a r

it is of Euler's type and readily integrated.  We accordingly confine our-

selves to the case that

(148) a (r) = hi*,
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and avoid difficulty at the center by taking the plate to be incomplete. Since

k and h are at our disposal, (148) yields a variety of interesting shapes for

the plate in question.

Substituting (148) in (146), and multiplying through by rs, the equation to

be integrated takes the form

3(1 — a^p^—rX)
(149) iv'o'b' ri + w'o'brt(l + 3k) + w'obr(3ak-l) =-¿ENr**-*       '

(Applying a check of dimensions, we observe that both p and hs are of order ts,

and the right-hand member is of order t° as it should be.) This equation is

the analogue of (139).

To solve (149) we set v = logr. This change of independent variable gives

us an equation with constant coefficients, and the homogeneous equation

associated therewith has the characteristic equation

(150) m[wi2 + (3Ä—2)mi —3^(1—ff)] = 0.

Here the quadratic factor has the discriminant A = (3k—2)2+ 12Zc(l—ff),

which vanishes when k = f(ff +W—1). But since <r<cl, this value of k

is never real. Thus we see that in any physical problem A will be positive,

and equation (150) will have in general three distinctt real roots; we denote

these by

(151) 0, w»i, m2.

When we add to the solution of the homogeneous equation the particular

integral}: of the non-homogeneous equation, we find the complete solution

of (149) to be the following:

t The only exception is when k = 0.

X The particular integral is found by the well known methods of Murray, Introductory

Course in Differential Equations, § 70, p. 89.   We exclude from the text the exceptional
8

values /. = 0, k = |-, k = \, k = -,   The case k = 0 is disposed of in

§ 14; by the methods of Murray, p. 90, the remaining special values of k lead respectively

to the following particular integrals:

* = -§-:- I^r[(l-»)'-2+2(1+«)r2logr]:

k — +i W['*'+4]
8 _ 3(l+<x)(3-*)*p rY«(i-tfW»-">logr _ r^r-^+gym-g)

3(3-ff): 32.EA3 L 5-3<r 2(1 + *)

28
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u>o» — S"i r™* + Kt r"1* + K3

(152)
_ 3(1—<t8)j> I"_r*2Ü_*i r2~"fc 1

4JEA8     1.2(4—3Ä)8— 3k(l—ff)(4 — 3k) + 3Ä(1—«r)(2 —3fc) J'

The three constants are determined by means of the boundary conditions

G» (n) = wo» (r0) = w'ob (ro) = 0. The result is

wo» = — K^r™* — rm>)—Z2(r071' — r7"»)

(153)
3 (!-<;>[ r*-»-ffr-«*_      »í t**-*-^-*} 1

4#A8    12(4 — 3fc)8— 3ft(l—ff) (4 — 3Ä) + 3*(1—ff) (2 — 3k)}

where

and the auxiliary constants are given by

[r2                              r2       1
0 [ 1 I   ¿2_ftfc

"2(4 — 3k) — 3k(l — ff) "•" 3ft(l—<r)J r°     '

[ 3fc-3-ff ,   3fe-l-ffl

[2(4 — 3fc) — 3k(l — er) T   3Ä(1 — ff) J  *     '

Q = («is — 1 -f ff) r^1 rf» — (mi — 1 4- a) r^ r™1.

We have found the leading term in the axial displacement, and we readily

compute the leading term in the radial displacement. As in § 8, we find, when

we proceed to the determination of further unknowns, that the differential

equations are of the same type as the one just considered and hence readily

integrable. The only difficulties involved are apparently in the nature of

disagreeable computation.

16. Critique of method. In the case of plates of constant thickness,

we have seen that the method of series leaves nothing to be desired with

reference to rigor; in the examples of physical interest, the series for the
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displacements terminate, and when the parameter t is suppressed, the formulas

satisfy the equations of equilibrium identically. Furthermore, we have observed

that when the central deflection is prescribed, the displacements are given by

infinite series which meet the requirements both of convergence and differen-

tiability.

When the thickness is variable, the formal series in t for the displacements

become complicated, and as yet the author has not found opportunity to

examine in any detail the convergence of these more involved developments.

In the nature of the method, if we suppress the parameter t in the series

ordered according to degree of homogeneity in z and h, these series are

such that, when differentiated formally and substituted in the equations of

equilibrium, terms of like degree annul each other; that is, the equations of

equilibrium are satisfied in the usual formal sense.

Furthermore, there is a sense in which the formal series for the displacements

yield approximate solutions. If we break off the series and discard terms of

order higher than <2k+1, we obtain formulas of displacement which correspond

to a total surplus body force per unit of volume of order t2k and a total surplus

surface traction per unit of area of order t2k+1. Thus the truncated series

correspond to a total surplus applied force of order t2k, whereas the total given

applied force is at most of order t*, that is, of the order of the cube of the

ratio of the thickness of the plate to its diameter. If k is large and the ratio

of thickness to diameter is small, it seems probable that when the surplus

applied forces are removed, no sensible change occurs in the displacements,

and that we have a physical solution of our problem. It would be of interest

to check this conjecture by comparison of the potential energy in the actual

and approximate solution.

We note that the present paper is concerned with the restricted theory

of strain;! that is, we have suppressed the squares and products of the

derivatives of U and w in writing the expressions (16) for the components of

strain. Recall also that our results hold only for plates slightly bent, and

that we have assumed a homogeneous and isotropic material.

Our assumption of developability in the "neighborhood of the middle plane'"

does not permit the satisfaction of the most general type of boundary con-

dition at a surface r = const. But if the applied tractions are distributed in

the manner we have specified, our solutions are exact; "if they are distributed

otherwise (Love, p. 480), without ceasing to be equivalent to resultants of the

types T, N, G, the solution represents the state of the plate with sufficient

approximation at all points which are not close to the edge".

In the usual theory, exact solutions of the more involved problems in

f Cf. Love, p. 57. on the general theory of strain.

28*
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circular plates (of constant thickness) are arrived at by arbitrary synthesis,

through superposition, of several solutions of simpler type, the latter being

obtained by methods which are not without complication. It appears that

the method of series, when applied to plates of constant thickness, involves

a minimum amount of computation and thus commends itself for the simplicity

and directness of its underlying motif.

The method of series is applicable to a variety of one- and two-dimensional

problems,* with thickness either uniform or variable, and its usefulness may

extend to hydrodynamics, electricity, and electro-magnetism. In the problem

of the circular plate we have been led to total differential equations. In

general, there are partial differential equations to be dealt with, but this

increase in complexity lies in the nature of the problem itself.

The method affords a solution of a problem which has interested elasticians

since Poisson and Cauchy.

harvard university,
Cambridge, Mass.

January, 1923.

f The author has prepared a paper on Rods of constant or variable circular cross

section. The method of series is immediately adaptable, and applications are made to the

uniformly tapering rod, to a bulging rod, and to the right circular cylinder. This paper

will appear in the American Journal of Mathematics.

Ás the page proof of the present paper leaves my hands I am applying the method of

series to rectangular plates. In a number of cases of constant thickness the partial dif-

ferential equations are tractable, and it is possible to obtain exact solutions ; in such cases

the problem of the thick plate or beam is completely solved. If we set z = 0 in the exact

solution, there remain: i) the leading term, independent of z and h (the solution of the

approximate theory), and ii) certain terms, involving h, not accounted for in the approximate

theory. So far as I am aware, the only contribution to the problem of the thick rectangular

plate is M. Mesnager's solution for the case of supported edges and central or uniform

pressure (Comptes Rendus, vol. 164, 1917, p. 721 and vol. 165, 1917, p. 551).


